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Malaysia's multi-ethnic society has inherited colonial
categorizations of race in which Malay, Chinese and
Indian communities have been construed as
homogeneous blocs. This paper traces the shifting
identities of Indian Muslims in an attempt to de-construct
these racial categories. It argues that Indian Muslims have
always moved between resistance and adaptation to these
policies, particularly so after the Malaysian state has
introduced its Malay-centered Bumiputera policies. As race
and religion denolc racial identily, Indian Muslims have
been pressed to side with either Muslim Malays or Hindu
Indians for politicill. repreSentation and resource allocation 
nevertheless they have managed to retain certain levels of
autonomy: Some of them have explored possibilities of
economic autonomy or have joined the emerging networks
of Islam and civil society. Despite Malaysia's efforts to
create a "Malaysian race" (bangsa Malaysia), the case of
the Indian Muslims demonstrates the long and difficult path
ahead towards racial consolidation.

Introduction

The opening line ofDru Gladney's investigation of the intricate relations between ethnic

majorities and minorities "Majorities· are made, not born" captures the essence of

Malaysia's often problematic relationship between the Malays and the other races, mostly

Chinese and Indians, in this multi-ethnic country. 1 "Constructing" and defining a

majority identity has not only been one of the main preoccupations of all Malaysian

governments. sinCe indepep.dence, it has also deepened an already exisiting perception

dating from British colonial rule - among local politicians as well as among western

observers - that has construed homogenous blocs of ethnic groups. The Malay

Bumiputera ("Sons of the Soil"), the Chinese and Indian labour immigrants as given

entities in the academic chess game of inquiry into the Malaysian phenomenon of multi

ethnicity interestingly have much in common with the perception ofthe role and forms of

political Islam. In both cases, rather artificially defined groups have been seen as clashing

with eachother, be it "the Malays" and "the Chinese", be it "resurgent Islam" and the

state or Islamically imbued Malay ethnicity and the non-Muslims.

No ethnic "group" fits into both these well-aligned categories less than the Indian

Muslims who are trapped in between the two dominant identity-markers of Malaysian
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society: ethnicity and Islam: Neither being part of the Malay-Muslim automatism that

governs all official discourses on Bumiputraism in the political and more importantly

economic domain, nor belonging to the Hindu Indian minority, they have sought shifting

alliances both in trying to secure "majority status" by becoming Malay or securing Indian

Muslim identity for various reasons depending on social and educational background,

economic standing or political affiliation.

If "majorities are made, not born", the ambivalent attitudes of majority Malays towards

the Indian Muslims deserve similar attention: from adoption into the ethnic-religious

mainstream up to the pejorative labelling as "Mamak", Malay nationalism represented by

government and state has had an equally mixed perception of its minority "brethren"

sharing either bangsa, agama (race, religion) or even both with the majority Malays

without ever attaining the much sought-after Bumiputera status.2

This paper attempts to look at the multi-facetted ways in which Indian Muslim identity

has been shaped by the interaction with the Malay majority and the state, how the Islamic

"resurgence" has reshaped and altered the way in which Indian Muslims look at

themselves and are being perceived by others and how this is reflected in the arena of

Malaysian politics. Starting with the assumption that Malay and Indian identity has been

constructed in rather articifial ways that say nothing or very little about the actual

intertwinings of race, identity and religion, it will be attempted to follow the different

multi-coloured "threads" that represent the intricate and complex mosaic of the multi

identical society ofMalaysia.

The Colonial Period and the Creation ofRacial Identity

The way ethnic groups think of themselves as "imagined communities" has shaped

nation-states as well as the boundaries that arise between their various identities3
: In the

Malaysian context the racial divide has emergend only in the 19th century under British

colonial rule. Before that, Southeast Asian societies were rather characterized by close

inter-ethnic ties necessitated by the need to foster trade relations in a multi-cultural

setting as well as by the possibility to create kinship alliances to support intennarriage

policies as a tool of political conquest. The adherence to a local raja, to Buginese,
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Javanese or Achenese kinship affiliation superceded the rather narrow categories of

"race and religion" that have become so characteristic for the political discourses of pre

and post-colonial Malay society. 4

The purpose of the British colonial administration to impose racial categories has been

the subject of numerous hypotheses none of which is entirely convincing: neither the

"divide-and-rule argument" nor the theory of "unrestricted immigration" explains why

the strict ethnic divide has survived until today as a most influential identity marker

requiring both Malays and Indians to fit into racial categories that determine their social

and economic standing.

The overpowering apparatus of state bureaucracy administering the "Malay-based" New

Economic Policies in the 1970s and 80s and the British colonial administration have one

important thing in common: both have successfully attempted to create an institution~l

framework for certain ideological ends that needed to be justified in racial terms:"-)

Let us look at both the emerging Malay and Indian institutionalized racial cattg~ries to

understand why it has become so difficult for the Indian Muslims to fit into one of these

two stereotyped "imagined communities".

The initial goal of the British administration to create cheap wage labour has not only

resulted in the massive influx of foreign, mainly Chinese and Indian, workers, it has also

been the initial step in identifying race with economic performance. By retaining the

traditional Malay structure of society, the British not only maintained the nomhial

position of the Malay aristocracy as the "protectors" of the Malays, they consequently

also secured the continuous support of the rulers for the colonial system. Both the

preservation of the Malay aristocracy as a distinctive class of administrators as the

division of labour between a mainly rural Malay peasant society and a non-Malay urban

merchant and workers community contributed to the institutionalization of racial images

that portrayed the Malays as being in constant need of both political protection as

economic support to be able to compete against the more enterprising Chinese and

Indians.s

Hirschman shows that as a result of those policies of social imobility, Malay

entrepreneurs indeed had considerable problems to recruit cheap Malay labour from the

countryside that was readily available among the incoming migrant workers: The
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flourishing Malay merchant communities that had contributed to the rise of Southeast

Asian trading empires such as Srivijaya and Melaka had been reduced to the "lazy

natives" being in constant need to reaffirm their standing in both racial and religious

terms, the UMNO-slogan bangsa, agama dan negara (race, religion and state) being the

logical extention of the ruler-ruled relationship based on loyalty, kinship affiliation and a

narrow definition of ethnicity.6

Indians were viewed by the British as a docile, passive and cheap source of labour: The

picture of the "Indian coolie" fitted into this perception even more than the one of the

more independent Chinese labourer. However, the institutionalization of the Indian

community as a whole as dependent workforce did not proceed as smoothly as the

inculcation of the Malays into the colonial system. Despite the fact of not having a

"protector" to defend their interests, the Indians emerged from a much greater variety of

social· and ethnic backgrounds, as the mostly homogeneous group of rural peasantry

oriented Malays.? The interlinkages between Indian and Malay identity had already

manifested itself from the eighteenth century onwards in the Jawi Peranakan: speaking

Malay and adhering to Islam, the ethnic boundaries between the two remained far less

pointed than between the Malay and Chinese. Nevertheless, the degree of ethnic

identification of the Jawi Peranakanproduced rather ambiguous results: on the one hand,

Indian Muslims had been far more successful than the Malays to establish themselves

together with the Chinese as the merchant class of the urban settlements under British

rule, Penang and Melaka being two outstanding examples.

On the other hand it might have exactly been this "emancipation" from the traditional

Malay kerajaan that prompted the Jawi Peranakan to question its perceptions of bangsa

(race) and kinship that where being overhauled simultaneously by the British. Neither

being part of the well-preserved traditional Malay community, nor belonging to the

Indian wage labour migrants, the Indian Muslims emerged at the forefront of newly

developing debates on Malay nationalism, Malay ethnicity and Islam.

Munshi Abdullah (1797-1854) tried to grasp the meaning of Malayness beyond the

narrowly defined boundaries of the kerajaan. Being of Arab-Indian Muslim descent, he

was part of a wider debate on Malay nationalism and Islam that culminated in the

antagonism of the kaum muda (religious "reformers") and kaum tua ("old guard") over
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